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By Linda Chapman, Lee Weatherly

HarperCollins Publishers, United Kingdom, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. UK ed.. Language:
English . Brand New Book. The third action-packed quest in an exciting new six book character-led
series for 7+ girls who love fantasy, adventure, and high-kicking heroines!On her tenth birthday,
tomboy Sophie learns she is the Guardian of a magic gateway between our world and the Shadow
Woods. She must keep the human world safe from mischievous goblins, sprites and elves.It s the
turn of the Spider Gnomes, gruesome man-sized spiders who make their webs in the trees of the
Shadow Woods, to do battle with the Guardian.When the whole town becomes infested with
spiders, Sophie and Sam realise something is seriously wrong, and the daring duo enter the
Shadow Woods to investigate. During a terrifying encounter with these eight-legged Shadow
Creatures, Sam gets bitten and starts acting very strangely. It doesn t take long for the pair to
realise that the Spider Gnomes fangs carry a poison that turns their victims into spiders
themselves! Can Sam find the antidote before it s too late, and can Sophie figure out the strange
clue before the spiders invade the town, find the gem and deliver it into the horrid hands...
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ReviewsReviews

A very wonderful pdf with perfect and lucid explanations. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading. Once you begin to read
the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr. Stone Kunze-- Mr. Stone Kunze

It in one of the most popular publication. It is actually writter in easy words instead of confusing. You will like how the author create this book.
-- Art Gislason-- Art Gislason
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